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ANNIE BREES (INTRO)
Welcome to Balance365 Life Radio, a podcast that delivers honest conversations about food,
fitness, weight, and wellness. I'm your host Annie Brees along with co-founder Jennifer
Campbell. Together we have a team of personal trainers and nutritionists who coach 1000s of
women daily and are on a mission to help women feel happy, healthy, and confident in their
bodies on their own terms. Join us here every week as we discuss hot topics pertaining to our
physical, mental, and emotional well-being with amazing guests. Enjoy.

ANNIE
Hello, my friends. Before I launch into the details of this episode, I want to say welcome to all of
our new friends. Those of you who are taking advantage of the Balance365 Black Friday sale as
we speak, we are so happy to have you. If you didn't know, the Balance365 program Fat Loss
Foundations is on sale right now, and it is flying off the shelves -  figuratively, of course. Our
virtual shelves. If you have been wondering what all the hype is about, now would be a great
time to find out. In fact, as you will hear in today's episode with our interview with Katie, which I
will tell you about in just a second, this is exactly, this course, this Fat Loss Foundations course,
is exactly how she got started in Balance365. So the link to that sale will be in our show notes.
Or you can find it on our website at balance365.com. Now today, as I hinted, we are getting a
little candid with one of our members, Katie. Now, this isn't Katie's first time on the show. She
came back in 2021 to talk about her experience in our coaching program, and how that resulted
in losing 50 pounds. But this time, she isn't here to answer our questions. She's here to answer
your questions. We put it out there to our audience that Katie would be doing a
question-and-answer session for you all, and we got so many amazing questions. So many that
we couldn't go through all of them today. We chose the best ones that we thought would be the
most helpful to you for this episode. And so thankful to Katie's honest answers. Enjoy this
episode, friends.

ANNIE
Katie, welcome back to the podcast. I'm so excited to have you. How are you?

KATIE MCNALLY
Good. I'm excited to be here.

ANNIE
I already said I was excited. But I think our members might be the most excited because we're -
not just our coaching members, but just our community in general. We asked for questions to
bring to you, to this podcast. Normally, as you know, in the past, Jen and I have been the ones
that have picked the questions we asked. Each member interview has a similar set of questions.
The conversations, you know, go whatever way they go. But we come up with the questions.



This time the members have come up with a ton of questions. We could not take them all, there
were so many. And I, to be quite honest, I'm not even sure that we're going to be able to get to
all of these. But I'm really excited for our members to hear a truly authentic insider look into what
your Balance365 journey has been like and what it, what getting the results that you've gotten
have required, has had to change. What you've let go, what you've gained, what you've lost, all
of it. So we're, this is like, pretty raw and unfiltered. Right?

KATIE
Yeah.

ANNIE
No -

KATIE
I'm excited to answer these questions.

ANNIE
Yeah, no fluffy, feel-good stuff just to feel good. Like, we're gonna get the honest, the honest
truth inside your experience. So I'm excited. I told you this before we hit record, but just so our
listeners understand, I took all, again, all of these questions, and I organized them into like a
pre-Balance365 experience, like before you got started on your journey, like what was your
why? Where were you at? What had to change, sort of stuff? And we're gonna get into mindset,
and then we're gonna get into the logistics, the more like, how, what did you work on first? How
did you approach this? What was the most influential habit? I think those are the answers that
people think they need. Like, just tell me what to do, what you did to be successful. But you and
I both know that it's so much more about the internal dialogue and how you approach problems
and all that stuff that really influences the success. So I'm going to make people wait until the
end to get that information.

KATIE
Sounds good. Yeah. [Laughs]

ANNIE
Okay. All right. Well, let's get into it. The first question, I think is a great question. What is your
why, and did you have an end goal in mind when you started Balance365?

KATIE
My why, and I talked about this in the first podcast; when I first started, it started off a little
reactive. Again pandemic way, it'd been a year, I was either just turned 40, just about to turn 40,
had a death of a close family member, moved overseas, pandemic hit, like all the things. And I
knew I wanted to do something. I also knew I didn't want to keep doing what I've been doing,
because it wasn't working. And I knew I needed to make a change. I kept looking at my kids and
didn't want them to feel the way I did about my body. So I kind of knew the chain, a change
needed to happen. So that was my why, when I started. I knew I wanted to break cycles, but I



didn't quite know how. I knew something needed to give, I wasn't quite sure why yet. And now,
my why, I tend to still have a why. And that's why I continue, even when things are difficult, or
when I've kind of hit a glitchy point. And it's because this is how I want to live my life. I want to
live my life free of shame, and with balance, and in a good relationship with my body for me,
and then also, so that's what my kids are seeing. And everyone's seeing. And I think a lot now,
as far as my why goes, I think Glennon Doyle's quote about there's no such thing as one-way
liberation. I had lived my why, and it allows me, it frees me up. I have so much more mental
space free not living a diet culture, reactive life. But it's also freeing those around me.

ANNIE
Yeah, so it sounds like your why has evolved and expanded. But what you also mentioned that
prior to this, you had, I think you mentioned, put on some pandemic weight. Is that how you
describe that?

KATIE
I think the pandemic definitely contributed to the point where I was really not just uncomfortable
about my body but also noticing things were different as well.

ANNIE
So when you joined, was weight loss a goal, specifically a goal? Did you have a number in
mind? Or was that not on your radar?

KATIE
Weight loss was definitely a goal. I knew that I wanted to make some changes. And I think at
first I fell into this kind of jumping ahead to perfectionist trap of, "I'm going to put an outlandish
number out there. So when I fail, I won't feel bad," because I've said like, "Oh, I want to lose like
based on the BMI" or something like that, like, "This much weight, like, oh, I want to lose 100
pounds." It's like setting that number that wasn't realistic. And honestly, I knew it wasn't realistic,
but then I didn't - like kind of like a protection, like make it outlandish to protect yourself against
perfectionism, if that makes sense. So I think, so I think I kind of had an idea. But this was the
first time I didn't come in with like a set number of like, "I'm only going to be happy if I lose X
number of pounds." And it's kind of like, "Let's just try this and see what happens."

ANNIE
Okay, beautiful. I think that is a common experience that women do come to us with the goal of
weight loss, but like you mentioned, maybe a little bit more flexibility in what that looks like. They
can see how that would improve their quality of life, it would make doing the things that they
want to do in their life more comfortable. They've maybe had outlandish weight loss goals in the
past, they've come to a realization that like maybe that's not realistic, or I need to just get some
wins and some understanding of my body and improve my relationship with myself and food first
and then you know, we can explore weight loss, but I love the flexibility it sounds like you gave
yourself.

KATIE



Yeah, I think, I'm not a huge fan of Thomas Edison altogether, but I always liked his quote about,
he said something like, "1,999 ways to not make a light bulb before I hit the one to make a light
bulb," and I was like kind of thinking about, that describes my Balance365 experience. I had to
try the 1,999 ways to not make a light bulb to get to the ones that was the lightbulb.

ANNIE
Yes, I can absolutely relate to that across the board in life. You can tell me that something isn't
going to work. But I'm like, "I just need to do that myself to make real sure. Real sure." [Laughs]

KATIE
Absolutely sure that's not going to work.

BOTH
[Laugh]

ANNIE
Yeah, "I'm sure you're telling the truth but let me just test it one more time." [Laughs] Okay, so
sticking with the kind of, your approach before you even got started. The next question we had
was about your process. Was that mostly mindset and then fat loss? Was it mindset and fat
loss? Like were they working one then the other, or both in conjunction at the same time?

KATIE
I think I went in like if we're being brutally honest with, "Okay, sure. I'll try this value stuff.
Mm-hmm. Okay, when am I gonna lose weight? What am I gonna lose weight?" And then, as I
started listening or doing the mindset work and the diet deprogramming, I talked a lot about this
on the other podcast, my background's kinesiology, I was a major in kinesiology, and I kept
doing things that I knew, like, physiologically not gonna work, but kept doing them and just like
overriding my voice in my head, like, you know, "This is a bad idea," kind of back to that, "I have
to try it myself" thing. And as I started doing diet deprogramming I think it's shifted to, I was like,
"This mindset stuff is amazing." Then I started to see fat loss without the white knuckling, driving
myself crazy aspect that I'd had any other time I've done more of a diet, where it was just telling
me what to do. And I was like, okay, telling that voice in the back of my head, to be quiet. "Be
quiet, be quiet. This is fine. This is fine. This is fine. Really. This is fine."

ANNIE
Yeah.

KATIE
If that makes sense.

ANNIE
It absolutely does. And what I hear you saying, Katie, is it was really kind of simultaneously
because the mindset in and of itself is amazing. But without the behavior change alongside it -



KATIE
Yeah.

ANNIE
- you're not, you know, if nothing changes, nothing changes, right? So you aren't likely to see fat
loss just from a mindset shift alone, typically. It's how that mindset shift affects your behaviors.
And when you pair those two together, you started to see sustainable fat loss, not this like white
knuckling fat loss.

KATIE
Exactly. It's kind of like the, "If You Give a Mouse a Cookie" story that's so popular with kids, like,
you're gonna get one thing, then ask for the next thing, then you ask for the next thing. I felt like
that was very descriptive, like it was kind of a sliding scale. And I had to slide back and forth.
And sometimes the mindset was the biggest, bigger piece, and then it slid. And I was able to do
the habits, and then the fat loss, and it was definitely a stacking, and really, if you give a mouse
a cookie, then it's gonna ask for some milk to go with it.

ANNIE
[Laughs] Yes, I love it. That's a good analogy. Okay. Sticking with the mindset, and this is going
to kind of lead us into our transition to more mindset-related questions. So we had this person
asked about your mindset shifts, specifically, what was it like going from - she's assuming -
thinking you're a person who couldn't lose weight or maybe struggled to lose weight to someone
who can, and did? Did you ever think that weight loss wasn't possible for you, like sustainable
weight loss for you?

KATIE
Well, that was a firmly held belief for me. It was kind of running up against a brick wall. And I
think, looking back over, probably could have, probably started dieting, or I'd say diet behaviors,
[unintelligible] probably about 10 or 11 years old. So a not insignificant percentage of my life has
been spent doing this, was spent doing that. And yeah, I think I really believed coming into it,
that I could not lose weight and keep it off. Like it just was never going to happen. And I think it
was, a lot of things had to happen. It was the diet deprogramming, learning acceptance about
the fact that like, my body frame is my body frame, like having, like hearing you talk about like,
your legs are powerful. And they help you build muscle like, and seeing other women and not at
all being like, are all shooting for the size, like the accepting and loving my body and like seeing
it as worthy. Regardless, a big part of the mindset shift that made me able to take the next
steps, if that makes sense. Because I think, yeah, I definitely had that belief that I could not lose
weight. And then I think becoming someone who can and did. The first thing I had to do was
accept my body where it was and start to develop realistic goals and expectations of it.

ANNIE
Mm-hmm. Mm-hmm. Yeah. So what you're saying, Katie, is like when you have this unrealistic
expectation, like you're, you certainly were always going to fail, because like, that's not even



available to you. Like, I don't know how tall you are, but you're never going to be six inches taller
with like -

KATIE
Exactly…

ANNIE
- 3 inch longer limbs or whatever, like, no amount of nutrition and exercise is ever going to do
that.

KATIE
Exactly. And I'm like, very fair-skinned, and it was equivalent to me being like, "This is the
summer I'm going to get tan."

ANNIE
[Laughs]

KATIE
I know I'm not gonna tan. I know I'm going to look like a lobster. [Laughs]

ANNIE
If you don't follow Katie on social media, you need to, because you always post your - what do
you call it? Tomato face selfies? After your workouts. And I just, I love it. You're just bright red,
and it looks like you're working hard, though.

KATIE
Yeah, I mean, I go bright red. It's what I do. And I've kind of come to accept it. And I kind of had
that same thing. Like, I'm never going to tan and that's okay.

ANNIE
And yeah, so the bridge between "I cannot lose weight," to "I can and did." Acceptance was a
huge piece of the puzzle for you.

KATIE
I think acceptance and reevaluating, like what was my vision for what I wanted my life to look
like? Do I want to be happy and healthy in my body and comfortable and have a good
relationship with food? Or did I think happiness only exists if I were a size four to six, which is
not realistic with my height, my frame, my body shape, but which one did I want to choose? And
why it was helpful to move towards the - I had a vision for a future where I was happy and
healthy and balanced in my body. And that being a size two wasn't mutually exclusive with that
because there was no way to attain that. And to even get close, I was going to do restrictive
things that didn't help me. I was kind of thinking, as you're saying this like, with making those
shifts, it was also just like, I was thinking about when I started movement, and exercise on a
regular - it was the first time I hadn't done exercise as a punishment or an atonement for living in



a larger body. But it's something to make my life more enjoyable or to feel better and move
based on what felt good to me. And practicing kindness with that. And I think that kind of
encapsulates the whole thing, like how the mindset shift happened, and how I was able to
believe I was someone who was going to lose weight. And then once again, I think tying in that,
like, not having that impossible goal at the end made a big difference.

ANNIE
Yeah, this is, I'm so happy this question was asked because, you know, at the heart of what
we're talking about, if you've listened to our podcast before, we've mentioned fixed mindset and
growth mindset, and the belief that, "I can't lose weight, there's something inherently wrong with
me, this will never work for me, it might work for other people, but like, it's just not in the cards
for me," is really reflective of a fixed mindset. And you can have a growth mindset at work and in
parenting and with your friends, with how you care for your home, or like your ability to learn
new skills as it relates to crafting or whatnot. But so many of our members have a fixed mindset
when it comes to weight loss, when it comes to improving their health because they have tried
and failed, tried and failed, tried and failed. So again, what I hear from you is important is like
reevaluating what your expectation is, if it's realistic and accepting what's truly available to you,
that doesn't compromise your ultimate why.

KATIE
Yeah, I think that's absolutely right. And I also think the other thing I realized, it took me a while
to realize this, like the values work was super important to me to have that aspect. Like we said,
like going back to my why and why I wanted to do it. It took me a long time to realize the reason
I was resistant to some of the values work is because it made it scary, because then it was on
me. Like I had to be really honest with myself about - the one nice thing with like that fixed
mindset about the diets is, "I can't do this, the diet didn't work." Where with like going to a
values-driven life and stuff like that, the part that I think I found intimidating at first and what
made me resistant was the fact that like, that put it on me. It was all my ideas. It was my plan. It
was my decision. And I get why it's so hard. Because I've been there, I'm like, "Someone tells
me what to do, because I don't want the responsibility." [Laughs] Being me and being in charge,
but once you've realized how liberating it is, it makes such a huge difference.

ANNIE
You know, it's that answer seeker versus problem solver analogy that we've shared before,
becoming a problem solver is more work, it like, it is more difficult. But when you become the
problem solver, and you gain these skills, when you embrace the work of like leaning into your
values and exploring what they are and like, why are you even here? Why does this matter? It's
like, oh, then it can really like have some like grit to stick instead of just like in one ear out the
other like your pop quiz answers, you know?

KATIE
Yes, exactly.

ANNIE



I love that. I love that. Okay, so continuing with mindset. Another common question: how did you
balance the concept of no restriction and weight loss habits? I assume, and I think we're maybe
going to get into this in other questions, I assume that in the process of losing 50 pounds?

KATIE
Between 55 - it just kind of held steady at 55.

ANNIE
Okay, so in the process of losing 55 pounds, you've had to say no to yourself more than once,
or maybe even yes to things that you typically would have said no to because they were helpful.

KATIE
Yes.

ANNIE
How were you able to say no to yourself without feeling restricted?

KATIE
I think with balancing it, I had to think a lot about working with different strategies and not just
sticking to one strategy. Sometimes it was… take a pause. Sometimes it was telling myself not
now, but later. And then I think one thing I noticed really worked for me with balancing the
concept of restriction was, I talked to myself a lot about wants versus needs. Like, when my
alarm goes off at 5:30 in the morning, and I will look at my body like, my first impulse is always
know, like, no matter what, it's that I know that working out early in the morning for me, a lot of
mornings is the best solution for my life and my family. And I'll sit there and think like, and I'll
know when it's a need, and I need to not restrict, or show self-compassion, by if I roll back over
and go back to sleep for 30 minutes, I know I needed that rest. If I try and fart around on my
phone and look at social media and fool around for 30 minutes, I wanted to skip it, but I didn't
need to skip it. And I think that luckily i had a lot of things like that, like, I might want to ditch the
balanced plate and not mess with hunting down a protein and making a salad. But I know I need
it and I don't need that break. But then I know sometimes I really do need a break and just need
to grab something easy. Like if I'm absolutely fried. But I'm really honest and kind with myself, I
can tell, you know, like, is this a want or a need? And that helps with the restriction because it's
not, "No, you can't have this," it's, "Do you want this? Or do you need this?" And I kind of also
think about when I'm really, with the no restriction and weight loss habits. One thing I found also
worked with, like working with my inner toddler. I thought a lot about like how my kids are dying
to know like, what happens after they go to bed? Like I'm clearly having a party and like living it
up.

ANNIE
Oh, that's so cute. [Laughs]

KATIE



And like, and they'll tend to all come down and kind of like, "Yeah, dude, just hang out with me
for whatever time" there with my tea and my husband. We're watching some kind of show, but
it's not exciting.

ANNIE
Yeah, they're like, "Okay, this is boring. I'll go back to bed." [Laughs]  your

KATIE
Yeah, we're usually coordinating our calendar and being like, "I got this tomorrow. I've got this
tomorrow." And sometimes you have to do it with your toddler, too. Like, if my inner toddler is
thinking about the M&Ms in the cabinet sometimes like, okay, we're just gonna go over and have
those M&Ms, and you're not gonna see that they're that amazing. Whereas if I restricted,
restricted, restricted, then it becomes, let's go all in on the M&Ms. Because at that point, my
inner toddler's built the M&Ms into this amazing thing, which they're not. So I think that helped a
lot with that, with no restriction. And I think just, I think, just rotating out different strategies.
When I was teaching, when I'm parenting, I don't use the same way to say no all the time,
because it doesn't get heard. And also, it gets really frustrating. So I think just being really like,
not always telling myself not now or not always, at least telling myself to pause, but trying
different things. Sometimes just physically removing myself from a situation. Like I went through
a phase of time telling myself, I totally could work in the kitchen while I was doing a death by
PowerPoint class. No, I can't. [Laughs]

ANNIE
Yes.

KATIE
Being kind of honest with myself about it, and being like, "Okay, now it's time to go back up to
your desk because you cannot work in the kitchen, because you will do anything to avoid death
by PowerPoint." So.

ANNIE
Yeah, Katie, I love your point of being honest with yourself, because I do think we have - a lot of
humans have a lot of impulses that maybe don't serve them well or don't support their goals or
the outcomes that they want. And because we're so busy running on autopilot, we feel a certain
way, we do the thing, we feel a certain way, we do the thing. And you sounded like you would
feel a certain way. And you would check in instead of just doing the thing automatically. You
check in like, what's going on here? And your point of what's going to help me navigate this
situation in a way that I feel good about, like, is it, do I need to take a pause? Do I need to check
in with my needs and wants? Do I need to like try something later? And I love the idea of, these
are all the skills that I have available to me, these are all the strategies and like, which one can I
call on now instead of like, this is the one I ride or die on this. I use this all the time. [Laughs]
That's not been my experience. That's not been your experience. Like it might take a collection
of strategies to get you to where you want to go.



KATIE
Our brains are smart. And if you only use one strategy, your brain is gonna find a way to talk
your way out of it. Whether it's good stuff, or it's not willing to sit and get the work done. Or it's
putting off making an appointment for your car. Like, our brains are good at talking us out of
stuff.

ANNIE
Yeah, yeah. I love that. That's a beautiful answer. Okay, sticking with mindset, lots of mindset
questions. How'd you keep the diet demons - [laughs] I love, I love the drama of that-  out of
your head when trying to track or gather information?

KATIE
On a very, super practical level, one thing I realized early on was my...I'm American, my eldest
was born in Germany. And I noticed that was one of the few times in my life, thinking back on it,
as I was starting this, they didn't flip out when getting weight at the doctor's office. And it was
because it was all done in metric. And I don't have a reference for metric in my head, like, when
you say, X number of kilograms, you might as well be saying flippity floop. And my brain doesn't
have an emotional attachment to those numbers. So one thing I did do when I started tracking,
like, weight and measurements, is I used centimeters and kilograms. But I use metric because I
didn't have an attachment to those numbers or preconceived notion and could just really, truly
look at them at that, as data that I was working with. So it's like on a super practical level, that
was really, really helpful for the diet demons. Just because I brought in something.

ANNIE
So trying to find some way to measure your habit consistency, your weight loss, your fat loss,
whatever, in a way that you feel more neutral about.

KATIE
Yeah.

ANNIE
Yeah, that's great.

KATIE
One that you can't automatically convert in your head or say, "Oh, when I was 15, I was this."
Or, "Last year, I was able to do this on the -" like, just anything you could do to flip the metrics
you use, I think really is helpful for the diet demons part.

ANNIE
I think that's so individual as well, because I remember one podcast, Jen and I were discussing
alternative ways to evaluate if you're losing fat or not without using the scale. And I said, I have
no problem with measurements. I feel very like, I, like you, have no attachment to like, I don't
even know what that is, like, what's a good bicep circumference? No clue. This is just my
number. But for Jen, who has a modeling background, and measurements were a really big



point of like tension for her. That's like, incredibly like, not neutral. So finding whatever that is for
you is important. But I think that's such a good suggestion.

KATIE
And then on a larger level, I think one thing I realized I really had to do, I did get a lot of
coaching on this, like when it was time for me to, when I felt like I wanted to start tracking, I
know I talked, I think I talked to you, I talked to Jen, too, and Jen was like, "This has to be from a
place of self-trust. And then yes you used tracking and points and more field trips to Weight
Watchers than it's worth discussing at this point. But like, it was used as a tool to restrict yourself
and harm yourself before, and you have to trust yourself that this is a different kind of tool now."
And that was a huge mindset breaker for me. And then I thought a lot about coming from a
place of kindness and trust in myself. And I like, when I read Untamed, I'm kind of, Glennon
Doyle's in my mind today. She talked about having an island with her family. And no fear was
allowed on the island. And I kind of tried to curate an island mentality for myself, and only
kindness is allowed on my island. And only kindness being allowed doesn't mean that there
aren't hard truths to be discussed or things have to be evaluated. But it's coming from a place of
kindness versus self-recrimination. Like, if I wouldn't talk to my kid that way, why would I talk to
myself that way? And try and really think about that. And that helped a lot with the diet demons.
When I tracked before, it wasn't from a place of kindness or like, "Oh, that's interesting. I noticed
you're, you really haven't wanted to do X this week, or you've eaten to a more than full level, I
wonder what that's about?" Instead of, "I can't believe you didn't get up and move like you said
you were going to do," or like that kind of thing. So I think a lot of keeping the diet demons out is
flipping the narrative you used to face the demons in the first place.

ANNIE
Yeah, I heard. What I heard when you were talking was more curiosity and less criticism.

KATIE
Yes, definitely.

ANNIE
Yeah. I love that. That's beautiful. Okay, did you struggle with self-sabotage? And how did you
handle it?

KATIE
Oh, gosh, yes. That's, yeah, and I think a lot of it was leaning into looking like, using curiosity
again, and being like, "Hey, instead of defaulting to I can't believe you just fill in the blank. What
was that about? Why did you do that?" Like, and I realized a lot of self-sabotage came from, if I
zoomed out and looked, some other need wasn't being met. And when I looked at [unintelligible]
issues, things like time to myself or things like that, and I feel like, "This is what I have for me."
Because usually the thought, like I went back and looked at the thought and I was kind of
self-sabotaging, you know, it was from a perfectionist place, getting freaked out because it's not
looking exactly perfect, or it was my need for like time to myself might not be being met, and
that's when I tended to get very much like, resistant towards movement or resistance towards



like, or slipping back into like an evening snack habit. Like, I think you and Jen talked on a
podcast a long time ago about, like, this is all I have, my evening snack or my evening glass of
wine. This is mine. And I know if I'm shifting in that mindset, it means there are needs not being
met earlier in the day.

ANNIE
Yeah.

KATIE
Or somewhere. I didn't get to that point without skipping past couple of steps. I think that's been
a big part of working with self-sabotage. And then also just accepting, I think, a big part for me
has been accepting hard feelings still come, like even with mindset work and everything. It's part
of the human condition that hard feelings come. It's how you, how I deal with them is different.

ANNIE
I think that's so important, Katie. We just, we were talking about that a few days ago in the
coaching group that hard feelings, unhelpful thoughts, they still might show up. I still have
unhelpful thoughts. I do not walk around feeling amazing all day, every day. But as you
mentioned, how you manage those, move through them, and feel them. It's, like, light years
different. And I also love, what I heard is, in overcoming self-sabotage, some of your
self-sabotage tendencies, you had to actually self-sabotage. [Laughs] And then you reflected on
them, you went back and you looked at like what was going on with a curiosity mindset. And
then took that information and tried to let it influence your decisions moving forward, but you had
to do the thing in order to work through it.

KATIE MCNALLY
Exactly. I'm glad you said that. I think that's another big thing for me is like doing self-sabotage.
It's like the canary in the coal mine rather than the whole works blowing up. Like, when
self-sabotage starts, it doesn't mean everything's off the rails, it means it's time for me to be like,
"Hmm, I wonder what's going on here." And like accepting that self-sabotage is part of what's
going to happen sometimes. And I'm definitely in the Brene Brown school of recovering
perfectionists, aspiring good enough-ists. And being able to look at that self-sabotage. Like, it's
not the end of the world, it just means that it's a, it's a flag that something's out of alignment, I
need to look and see what it is.

ANNIE
Yeah, a perfectionist might, like, have some momentum, be on a pretty good clip, run into
self-sabotage, and then be like, "Ugh, this is proof that I'm a failure. I'm doomed. This is never
gonna last for me, I can't do this." You know, because the underlying belief is like, you have to
be perfect to achieve success. You have to be perfect to achieve results. But you're like, "No,
this is the thing that's going to happen. And when it does, I can get curious about it and carry
on."

KATIE



That's how that ties back to the diet demon question, too, like being like, "Okay, this is gonna
happen. It's how you carry on. Let's see."

ANNIE
Yeah. Yeah, I shared on a few podcasts. I know you listen to all of our podcasts, so I know you
know exactly what I'm talking about. [Laughs] You're so sweet.

KATIE
[Laughs]

ANNIE
You like message every week, like, "Great episode!" But, I still have out of the blue sometimes
when I'm feeling emotionally dysregulated, I will have impulses to like, do something about my
body, train harder, get leaner, get stronger, have more muscles. And it's like, "Where did that
come from?" But, you know, 10 years ago, I would have been like, "Okay, yeah, let's like, what
are we going to do? What changes are we going to? Let's go hard in the paint." Now I'm like,
"Well, that's like, interesting. You might need a nap." [Laughs] So I love that you shared that.

KATIE
I think it's kind of like with having kids, when your first one does something completely off the
walls and you're like, "Oh, no. What have I done? I've ruined this child. It's over with," and by the
time the second one comes home, it's like, "Okay. Yeah. How about that? It must be 5:30."
[Laughs]

ANNIE
Yes, like, "Oh, there it is. There's the exhaustion I knew we were gonna run into."

KATIE
Yeah, exactly. [Laughs]

ANNIE
Yep, yep. Okay, let's, let's shift into, these are some of more of the like, we've talked about this
before in other podcasts, where women just want the - and I was one of these, so I might be
projecting - I think a lot of women just want the answers. You can see this in like in fitness and
health magazines, you know, they have this beautiful celebrity on the cover and they're like,
"Just eat like Katy Holmes did, or Jennifer Aniston," or whoever it is, you know, and I even still
like just not so long ago on TikTok, some salad was going viral because some celebrity ate it
every day on the set of this show, or whatever. And it's like, I think we're so drawn to that.
Because we think, "If I just do what they did, then I will have the results, I will look like this
person." And I, so I'm always leery about posing these questions to our members. And you're
answering them from my own perspective because it's so much more than that. It's not, it's not
just like the what you did. It's the how you did it. It's the why you did it that really matters. But I
do think there is value in answering this question. So I just want to put like a little asterisk that if
you're listening, and you're just like, "I'm just gonna copy what Katie did so I can lose 55



pounds, too, and have this amazing experience and be on the podcast one day." [Laughs] Slow
your roll. Like there's more to it. She did a lot of like self-reflection and self-development and
values and vision work alongside of it. But first question first, what part of the program
contributed most to your success would you say?

KATIE
Internal cues. Which was a shock to me. I didn't think that was going to be where it clicked.

ANNIE
Where did you think it was gonna click?

KATIE
Balanced plate, like when I came in, to begin with, because I realized that was very much the
kind of where I was standing like, "Tell me just what to eat, not how to feel about it." Or, "My
body clearly can't be trusted. Look, she's been with me all this time. It hasn't turned out well.
She clearly can't be trusted right here."

ANNIE
I'm picturing, like, your internal cues showing up at like a Balance365 coaching call and being
like, "Listen, I've known this woman for a long time. And I don't trust her." [Laughs]

KATIE
Exactly. It was like, "Clearly, she's not to be trusted." [Laughs]

ANNIE
Okay, so you thought it was a balanced plate, but it was really internal cues.

KATIE
Yes.

ANNIE
Say more about that.

KATIE
I think on so many levels, just I had never thought about how I felt about things. And a lot of
levels including, was I hungry? Was I full? Like, I really had never thought about it. It was, I have
X number of points or Xs, Paleo, Whole Thirty, whatever, approved. Let's just go all in on it,
because it's the one thing I can eat. Yay, baby carrots, like, whatever it was, like, just this is
happening, and never occurred to me that my body may actually know what's good for it. And
that was just like such a foreign concept. I think I said, at one point, it was like when I moved to
the UK and had to learn to drive on the wrong side of the road, or wrong to me, not wrong in
general, like -

ANNIE



Yeah. [Laughs]

KATIE
- it feels completely counterintuitive. And it took a lot of concentration at first. But it was amazing
what a difference it made. And also, just once it's ingrained, like traveling and things, it just is
amazing what a ripple effect it has. And also like being able to check in with myself on
numerous levels. And like, "Hmm, how do you think like, how do you feel about that?" As
opposed to, "Well, my point tracker says it is time to do this." And so I was really pleasantly
surprised by that. Because it did not seem like, it didn't seem like it was going to be the key that
it was for me.

ANNIE
I love hearing that. That you were, that you were pleasantly surprised. Beautiful. Okay. Speaking
of surprises, what was an unexpected change that ended up making a huge difference?

KATIE
I would say internal cues again, but then also another huge unexpected change was like the
values and learning about boundaries and perfectionism. Like as I moved into like level two and
got more granular on things, I would have thought like, you'd asked me when you get more
granular as like, it's going to have to be my macros, I'm going to have to get into macros to
make this, like it would have been something very, like continuing the balanced plate theme of
playing it out, like it was gonna be something very plate oriented rather than internally oriented.
And I found that those changes may - like learning about boundaries and things like that. And
then also like, honestly, not to be a broken record, but internal cues, like that was unexpected.

ANNIE BREES (INTRO)
Yeah, that really is a game changer for so many people, like you certainly aren't the first and not
the last but I also think it's a habit that people are probably most resistant to working on because
of the self-trust, because of this sense of like, "I don't know, I don't know how, like, what does
hungry even feel like? And what does full feel like? And I, oh, I thought I was full, but I'm actually
like overly full." And it is like a messy and very intuitive and self-led experience that only you can
answer these questions. So I'm happy to hear more votes for internal cues as being a game
changer that made a big difference. Now, another question about your experience, how long did
it take you to start losing weight after starting the program? And how long did it take you to lose
all of your weight?

KATIE
I started Fat Loss Foundations first, and then, knew I was - planned on starting coaching about
60 days after I started that because I knew that was about the point that I lose interest or tended
to bail, and I wanted to make sure I had that stop gap in to really make sure I stuck with it. And
gave it a good chance. So I think it was probably about one month into Fat Loss Foundations I
started to see like consistent small changes in my weight, like a pound here, a pound there. And
as - by the time I started coaching, I probably lost 10 to 12 pounds in Fat Loss Foundations. And
that was over the course of 60 days, being brutally honest, the first time I probably wasn't taking



it super seriously, just doing the reading and the diet deprogramming and kind of still cautiously
like approaching it and looking at it and circling back and getting a little more and more
intrigued. And then after that, tried coaching and consistently lost weight, and I'd say it probably
took me about 14 to 16 months, I'd have to go back and look exactly on a calendar, but it was a
little over a year. And then it stayed consistent. Like I mentioned, the knee surgery and stuff. So
it stayed consistent through all that, even my movement habits had to change. So.

ANNIE
There's a perfect follow-up question to this. This was actually from a different community
member. But have you lost all the weight you want to lose?

KATIE
I think I would like, I've been thinking a lot about that. That's a great question. Something I've
been thinking about. And I've been thinking a lot about like the knee injury. When they went in
there, they discovered not insignificant amount of arthritis, which isn't surprising, because of
genetic history, very few people in my family make it to 70 with all their original moving parts,
and things get replaced. So it wasn't a shock. And I've been thinking about what do I want? And
I think looking at how I move. And what I want to be able to do, I think I probably do want to lose
a little more weight. So I think I'm looking at tightening, what I want to tighten up, and so I've
been happy. And I also knew that it wasn't the time to tighten up before now. I had a lot going
on. At home, I've been taking a class and like, so it wasn't a great time to try and add something
on and now I'm feeling more ready to kind of tighten up my habits a little bit. I know what to do. I
know what changes I need to make. It's just time to make them and see kind of where it goes.
And I don't know if it's a question of, I need to step back, step back up my movement, do some
more strength training now that my knee's up to it. And that'll be the difference I see. Or if it's
actual change and fat loss. That's kind of a long answer to a short question, but to be
completely balanced.

ANNIE
What I love about that answer is you sound pretty objective, like you see some benefit to maybe
losing some more weight, you feel like you have the skills, the knowledge, it's a matter of just
doing the thing when the time is ready. But you also don't sound like panicked, you don't sound
stressed. You don't sound like worried that lik, "Oh my gosh, I have to have this thing happen."
It's like, "Yeah, this would be great. And when the time's right, I might pursue that." Which is
awesome.

KATIE
Yeah, so that's kind of where I'm at with that.

ANNIE
Okay, I've got three, I think we can do these kind of rapid-fire and then one advice question to
wrap it up. Which of the core four did you work on first?

KATIE



Movement, followed closely by balanced plate, because it was, it was still, I started during like,
one of the lockdowns. So there wasn't much else going on. I don't think at any other point in my
life I could have followed the one up as quickly as I did. But, I had a lot of time on my hands.

ANNIE
Sure, sure. Did you track?

KATIE
I did, with the exception of sleep, I have some insomnia. And it tends to get worse if I start to
think about my sleep too much. So I stayed away from tracking sleep because I knew it was
going to be self-defeating. But I did track on and off with everything else. And it just depends.
And I still track today depending on what's going on. And what I notice slipping or maybe to
tweak.

ANNIE
Yes. Beautiful. And how often do you have sweet treats?

KATIE
I know past me would hate me for this answer we're about to give, but it depends. [Laughs]

ANNIE
Say more.

KATIE
Like, I know two and a half years ago, me listening this podcast would be like, "Oh, come on,
you have a better answer." But like I want to, exactly what, sort of how often you get to have
something sweet. It really depends on like what's going on in my life. It's apple season here.
And we, our landlord has an apple tree and gives us a lot of freshly picked apples that have to
be baked, so -

ANNIE
They have to be baked.

KATIE
They have to.

ANNIE
[Laughs]

KATIE
Something has got to be done with these apples. And it's on me to figure it out.

BOTH
[Laugh]



KATIE
I take it as my solemn duty to figure out what to do with these apples. But, so I might be having
a little more sweet treats right now because I've made apple butter, I've made apple crumble.
And I try and incorporate, like I'll just be like, "Maybe I'll have a little bit of apple crumble with my
Greek yogurt on it." But maybe having a little more sweet treats. But then, when it's not a
season where I feel super compelled by things, I might not have a sweet treat that day. Like, if
there's not...I try and write down, too, like, what I really want. And what really appeals to me.
And is it something I want? And I'm going to truly enjoy? Versus...

ANNIE
Yeah. So bringing it back to that wants and needs.

KATIE
Yes, exactly.

ANNIE
Yeah. Awesome. Okay, last question. It's advice, for anyone listening. What tips do you have
when you aren't seeing any results?

KATIE
First, I would say if you're saying, "I'm not having any results, and I'm frustrated, because..." If
you can stop and ask yourself, "Could six months ago me ask, identify this question to ask?
Would a year ago me have identified this question to ask?" Because there's usually growth
there and there are results that may just not be the results you're looking for in that moment.
Like, I find that sometimes I'm being like, six months into coaching, would a year ago me have
been able to identify is that I need to get on a coaching call?

ANNIE
Yeah.

KATIE
So there's that. And then I think also, the other thing I found really helpful when I wasn't seeing
any results was just keeping to, I've always had a one-thing rule for myself since I started
Balance 365. I do one thing a day that supports the woman I'm becoming. And some days it is, I
fill my water bottle, and I drink it. And usually, I do more than that one thing, but if I don't, it
doesn't matter. I did that one thing. Sometimes it was getting on a coaching call, sometimes it
was, I went, I don't care if my hair's on fire, I need to move today. I am going to do a workout or
I'm going to get out for a walk or I'm going to do a yoga practice. Like it's one thing. And I find
like, try and pull it back to just like one thing for yourself and look for what you can do now that
you couldn't do a week ago, six months ago, because there is almost always results there. It's
just not the results you're looking for.

ANNIE



Yeah, getting specific on, like, what were your expectations for these results? Are you only
looking for fat loss results or weight loss results? What other results can you see? But then also
like zooming out and thinking about like, "Where was I six months ago, a year ago?" And the
growth that's occurred between then.

KATIE
Saying also that allows, like, kindness to come back through, and with the kindness can come
honesty, and you can really look at, "Well, I did do this thing. Well, five years ago, I could not
have conceived of a world where I could trust myself to eat. Or there will be ice cream in the
freezer getting freezer burn." That kind of thing. And, or, "You could joke about having to make
an apple crust." Like sometimes, it's just being able to look at what you can do now.

ANNIE
Yes, yeah, even like, the response to a comment or an experience that I didn't run to the pantry
and emotionally eat, I stopped mid desert because I realized it wasn't that good. Like, that's all
like signs that change is occurring. And also, like, I think of when you plant a seed, how much
change is occurring below the surface before you ever see anything above the surface?

KATIE
Yes.

ANNIE
And if you, I think there's there's, someone said this really eloquently, and I don't know who
gave this analogy. But if you dig up that seed to see what change is occurring every day, like it's
never gonna happen. Just stick with the process. Trust the process. Keep doing that one thing
or whatever it is you've committed to doing. And it'll happen.

KATIE
Exactly, I think you just trust the process. And it's so hard to hear when a process hasn't worked
for you before.

ANNIE
Mm-hmm. Yeah. Absolutely. Yeah. Okay, Katie, we are like at the hour. And I know there are
more questions that we didn't get to. But, anything else you want to share before we wrap up?

KATIE
I think we talked about, like, everything that I would I talked about at all. Like, I think everyone
asked really great questions.

ANNIE
Beautiful. Yeah, they did, you know, even back to the results, and looking for ways that you have
grown or evolved, the types of questions that you're asking. Instead of, you know, like, "What do
I eat?" You know, maybe you're showing up at a coaching call saying, like, "Why do I keep doing
this? This is a pattern that I run into over and over again, like, what is that about?" Like, those



are - one's kind of surface level to me. And the other was, like, really, like, more rooted at the
heart or the core of a problem, which is like, yes, this is now we're getting to the meat, you
know?

KATIE
Yes. And it's totally worth it. Like, I think I've said before to people doing Balance365: it was the
kindest thing I've ever done for myself. And I did not know at the time that it was the kind of
thing, there are times where I'm like when I was having to dig deep and do the thinking and the
uncomfortable stuff, like, why? But looking back, it's the kindest thing I've ever done for myself,
because I'm at a place where I feel compassion for myself and past versions myself, who never
really experienced compassion for me. And now I'm much happier.

ANNIE
And it's proof that even when you aren't so certain you can be trusted, you can trust yourself,
like you took good care of yourself. Even when you're like, "I'm not really sure what has to
change or how this is gonna work or if this is possible, but I'm gonna give it a go."

KATIE
Yeah.

ANNIE
Beautiful. Well, thank you so much, Katie, for sharing, again, your experience with us. I hope to
talk to you soon okay, friend?

KATIE
Definitely.

ANNIE
Alright, thank you.

KATIE
Thank you.

ANNIE (OUTRO)
Hey, everyone, if your mind has been blown while listening to this podcast, just wait until you
work with us. Let us help you level up your health and wellness habits and your life inside
Balance365 coaching. Head on over to balance365.co to join coaching.


